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There is nothing particularly surprising about being presented with an unpublished fragment by Martin Wight. His posthumous oeuvre is far more substantial than the few scattered essays he wrote and published in his lifetime, and important works such as International Theory: The Three Traditions (1991), States (1977) and Four Seminal Thinkers in International Theory (2005) were cobbled together from lecture notes, occasional papers and just such fragments as the item in question, 'The Disunity of Mankind' -indeed, although Power Politics was originally published as a 60 page pamphlet by Chatham House in 1946, the 300 page book version with which we are now familiar was put together in much the same way. 1 Still, since so many of his jottings have appeared in print it is a little surprising that this one was missed, especially since it is revealing of Wight's thinking at a number of levels.
Systems of
'The Disunity of Mankind' seems to have been written in the early 1950s, but it bears little sign of an engagement with the characteristic problems of that erathe comment on the differences between the Greek and Russian Churches and the Latin Church could be construed as having Cold War significance but the paper as a whole is resolutely non-'presentist'. Nor does it address directly the nature of systems of states, which was the focus of most of the posthumous volumes and not simply the volume with that title. Instead it explores the nature of, and obstacles to, cosmopolitan thought. Dismissing in a characteristically cavalier way the potential contribution of other civilisations to cosmopolitanism, Wight asserts that the notion that 'men form a community by virtue of their human character' alone originated in the West -rather implausibly he attributes this belief to Alexander of Macedon, more plausibly to the Stoics and then, the main focus of the fragment, to Christianity. Twenty-first century cosmopolitans, who are taken much more seriously than were their equivalents in 1953, might Christiana' ) as an entity which, while representing a nascent version of the unity of mankind, is under threat and faced with the need to defend itself in an unforgiving world seems to me to be very much in line with the thought of the 'righteous realists' identified by Joel Rosenthal. 5 Wight's concluding thoughts in this paper, quoting at length Pope Urban II's call to Crusade at the Council of Clermont reinforces the point; it also has some resonances with the present day, reminding us that, for contemporaries, the Crusades were a reaction to Press, 2011) In summary, 'The Disunity of Mankind' is not a major work, the enigma of Martin Wight' has not been solved, and Ian Hall will not have to re-write his excellent study of Wight's thought in response to it, but it is nonetheless an evocative piece which throws light on both Wight's thought and on contemporary cosmopolitanism. 6 Millennium are performing a service to scholarship by making it widely available.
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